
ON LlNGUISTIC PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN TESTING

Doç. Dr. Cengiz TOSUN("')

Each of us; in his school life, must have ta'ken exams from time
to time at certain grades. However, only very few have so far
thought of why we are given tests. and by most of us they have been
taken for granted in order to pass acıass.

Despite all, the subject of testing is seriously under discusslon
here and it will be anatomized scrupulously by you, the specialists.

As is known, on the one hand, tests mav be elther dlagnostlc
or prognostic. They either measure one's present achievements ar
show his present weaknesses, or they mav supposedly measure po-
tentlal. On the other hand, In terms of scoring, they mayaıso be
elther subjectlve or objective. In Q wav, tests may be ana/ysed Into
various names or types in accordıng to their aims.

Tests from the objective points of vlew can be classified under
three headings,(l) Aptitude,(2) Genera/ Proflciency,(3) Achievement.
An aptitude test serves to ıindicate an indlvidual's facility for ac-
quirlng speclflc skills and learnings. A general proficieney test deter-
mlnes what an ~ndivudual Is capable of dolng wıth what so far he has
acquired 'in that field. As for aehievement test, it shows the extent
to whlch an individual has mastered the speciflc skills or pieces of
Information acquired In formallearnlng atmosphere.

Testing ~nvolves not only students and the learning situation,
but also teachers and the teaching process. Because teachers should
know how effective thelr teachlng has been or how much progress
their students have made.

(*) Hacettepe üniversitesi Eğitim Fakültesi Öğretim üyesi.
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The Irrevocable truth is that speech and writing are two linguis-
tic activities which are respectively called encoding and decoding
processes psychol,inguistically. As far as listening and reading are
concemed, theyare the parallel decoding processes by which we
understand either a spoken or a written message. That's why it is
said language includes four skills such as listening, speaking. rea-
ding and writing. In addition, another belief is that in thıis order we
generally leam our mother tongue and that is why foreign languages
are being taught in the same wav.

Just at this point, let us have a brief look at linguistics for it is
the soience which describes and aMlyses languages and studies
their properties scientifically. As for the linguist, he identifies and
describes the units and patterns of the sound system, the words
and morphemes, and the phrases 'and sentences, that is, the struc-
ture of a language. Since dealing with languages is the task of the
linguist, so are the teaching and leaming of languages and the met-
hodsof which whether theyare second or foreign languages. In a
way, linguists have undertaken such an ordeal and transfered data
and the findings into a new field called applied linguistics. As a
result, new discoveries in that field as well as the results of the
cooperation made with other disciplines have been made available
for teachers. That is why the language teacher cannot ignore the
linguistic studies and products. Again, it is for the same reason that
testing in second language teaching should be administered and
applied according to linguistic guıidelines and consequences.

If the objectives in the courseinclude aH four language skills, all
four should be tested, that is, each test should cover one section
to test listening comprehension, one for speaking, one for reading,
and one for writing. Howewer, the universWes in Turkeyare mostly
interested in general proficiency and achievement tests. Among
the achievemet testsA quiz type is the most common and the favori-
te of many foreign language teachers. It is usually referred to in or-
der that students prepare their dai!y lessons. They might be peri-
odic, annöunced or unannounced. Yet, the pop quizzes of ten frustra-
te students who are anxious and that the tens/on create a negative
reaction toward the class and the teocher.

Periodical achievement tests covering o major part of material
can be given at the endof each unit, lesson or chapter, and thus they
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help students organize their knowl~dge and assimiiate the maıor
part of material. Theyare al$O good for longterm retention and are
used to indicate group or individual progress toward the instruc-
tives of a speoific study or training program.

Here, one thing to bear in mind is that directions of tests should
be made clear enough because the purpose of a test Is never to
measure cleverness in reading, but achlevement. Students should
not be discouraged to ask questions in case they faıil to comprehend
what is expected. The teacher can even walk through rows during
the exam and check If thestudents have grasped what and how
to do.

In terms of the nature of tests to be giyen, the most wei<ghty
ones are structure tests the purpose of which is the testıng of con-
trol the basicgrammatical patterns of the spoken language. Now
that either the class texts or the handouts given by the teacher
should be usedas the basis of such. test, selectlon of the structures
to be inserted in an oehievement test ıis rather easy. The test, as o
rule should cover the whole scope of structures taught in the
course, and eachstructural type should be emphasized as much
asit wasin the classroom.

As is known, proticiency tests are given to those who claim a
position, prestige or proficiency, eligibil1ity or an exemption from a
compulsory course or study. To an extent, placement tests are also
considered as belonging to this group because the contentof which
includes full range of grammar and vocabularyas well as roeading
comprehensionand writlng s kil i. Inasmuoh as theyare orranged
fromeasier items to more dılfficult ina systematlc way, that Is, the
alignment of the requlred test items follow a definlte course prog-
ram, theyare very practical os regards to place students occor-
ding to the polnts or grades they attained.

Another important point to mention here is thqt the teacher
should prepare test itemsin such o way that the reol objective must
be to test student understanding of the language, system. As o
result, there should be no way that students can onswer rotely ot
alL. In addition, 011the structures of a certoin language should be
tested. '

In the field of linguistics, more research has been made in terms
of contrastive on~lysis and languoge testıng. Especially Robert
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Lado, should be ramambered as one of the pioneers who have paid
the wayin that. in c<Unguistics across Cultures», his first book 4n
this ~ield, .he. presented the close relationship between appliedlin-
guistics and theanalysis of culture and that he. emphasized the
comparison of two languages anp cultures to discover and describe
the problems that the speakers of one of the languages would ha-
ve in learning the other. The results of such comparisons had pro-
ved of fundamental value for the preparation of teaching mate-
rials, tests and language leaming experiments. Moreover, language
teachers who understood this field would ocquire, inSlights and tool8
for evaluating the language and culture content of texbooksand
tests. supplementing the materials in use. preparing new materials
and tests, and diagnosing student diHiculties accurately. To teH
the truth, the preparatlon of up-to-date pedogogical and experimen-
tal materials had to be based on this kıind of comparison.

By the same token, a,point-by-paint comparison of target and
native languages will provide the basis for more efficient instruc-
tion. Contrastive analysis is applicable to every aspect of language
such as phonology. morphology, syntox and vocabulary. Through a
contrastive analysis, we try to çtetermine(l) What language patterns
are the same in both languages, (2) what patterns .in the target lan-
guage do not have any acceptableequivalentsin the rıative langu-
age. and (3) What patterns in mother tongue have sufficient sım ila-
rıity to patterns in the target language to specify principal points
of interference. .

. .
The teacher must be aware of the linguistic facts of the lan-

gÜage of the students in order to understand the particular prob-
lems they will have in learning the target language. He must know
the major differences and similarities of two systems and the con-
siderable voca,bulary facts of the torget language.

As for phonplogical problems of Englishas. o. foreign language
which were derived from either the separate vocal and consonantal
features or the lack of certain sounds have been studied in detail
and recognized. Even theirsolutions in coniunction .with their tea-
ching methods were lntroduced to the teacher long ogo. By having
minimal pairs and having them compared and contrasted. th.e dis- .
crepancy between them can be pinpointed. taught and tested. Of
course this phonologicalaspect is mostly directed töwards the oral

- phase of the second language and the test of which should also
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be administered orally. Vet. the charts of points and maMers of
articulation, their nomenclature should be left for the students of
linguistics. The student should only be familim with the correct
pronunciation of the phonemes and be aware of the phonological
rules and system which they themselves used. For instance, the
plurality (-s) morpheme at the end of nouns should be taken care
of whether it occurs af ter vojced or unvoiced consonants in terms
of the correct pronunciation. The experienced teacher, however,
knows how to dea i with those problems and to test them. and tho-
se whoare new can cope with them by following the gUidelines by
the experts through their hooks writtenin that field.

In terms of grammar and grammatical structures, in addition to
what i have said earlier about the contrastive analysis, the patterns
of target language should be contrasted with theirequivalents in
the native languageinasmuch as theyare the units of phonological,
morphological and syntactic featuresall of which constitute the
whol,e grammatical syst~m. The simHaritiesare the fringe benefits
of the learningteaching situationbut the contrasts observed consi-
derahly create the real problems and should be treated at large
weighing towards their structure and usa'ge. By the same token,
quizzes and other progress tests should cover them proportinately.

The morphemes suchas prefixes andsuffixes ought to be
introduced to the students with respect to their function and usage.
The distinction between the derivational ,and inflectional morphe-
mes and morphology should be iIIustrated, used contrestively and
tested from the standpoint of functional usage. The noun, adiective
and verb and adverb -malçing affixes should be noticed and anal-
yzed by the students,. and this should be noticed and analyzed by
the students and this should be noticed and analyzed by the stu-
dents, and this property ofaffixes shoııld be tested in dicrete items,
and the synonymous ones should beindicated In terms of stems
they can be added to excluslvely.

Again, the"syntactlc contrasts welgh more towards teachlng and
testing the second language. Since thoughts and cultures are dif-
ferent, they cause man to thıinkand express himself within the
restricted capacity of his peculior language through his Internalized
grammar system. Therefore, among the language universals, paral-
leHsm cannot always be found. The following examples wllllllustrate
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it clearly: The meaningin the sentence «$he caught a cold last
week«, is, however, expressed in a passive structure while it is'
active in English. Sim ilarly, we see the same fact in this sentence
«i can't teli you what to teach.» In Turkish the, part «what to teach»
Is turned into passivity as «what to be taught». Alsa, a structure
like «Did the two banks open?» often confuse Turkish student's mind
who is learning English, for its equivalent in Turkish is fully pas-
sive. Such verbs as open, read and same others which are both
transitlve 'andintransitive 'are always difficult to handie, and they
remaıin as the problem to solve. The mora patterns are contrasted
the more gaps or discrepancies cOme out. The more one learns
and succeeds in the test the more s/he is both famiUar and equip-
ped with the culture and cultural behaviour of the target languag,e.

In terms of testing syntax, the scrambled sentence type of tests
is rather satisfactory, besides it is playful and economical, and ur-
ges the students to think variably and consider various types of
structures.

As for the le~ical contrastive analysis, denotative and conna-
tative meaning of words and their derivatives really show great
dlfference ,and mostly are deceptive for one who is not aware of it.
The field semantics is, at least, as important as that of structure.
Especially, prepositions are involvedin both syntax and semantics.
That is why they shouldalways be tested ıinany exams of progress
and proficiency.

Whether 'Q translation passage given for testing is approved or
not, words together with their special, denotative or connatatlve or
textual meanings should mean a lot for a student,and be treated
fairly and consciously, and be used properly carrying the right mes-
so.ge or note. Although theyare mostly see n In discrete, lt will be
better to test thernin Intergral ones.

i think, the more structure and vocabulary are attained, the
more cultural wav of thinking and behaviour will take place than
ordinary, inconsistent words. Consequently, the comparlsonand
contrast of cultural patterns will affect the language and its compo-
nents. This interdependent state is inevitable and helps the teacher
immeasurably with the comprehension ,of the problem, and to solve
it froma lingulstic point of v~ew.
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